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PREFACE

The study whose re-_uits are reported in these volumes addressed a practical

application of a technique whose feasibility had previously been determined,

as reported in "Application of Pemote Sensing to Hydrolo gy, Final Technical
Report" (NASA,-CR-120278, INTIS Accession Number N74-27811). For economy, very

little of the inforriation contained in that previous report has been duplicated

•	 in this one. The reader is assumed either to be far;iliar with the basic con-
cepts (the hydrologic cycle, hydrologic models, etc.) or to have access to the
previous report.

Volume I of this report is a surrJrary of technical results.

Volume II -- Detailed Technical Report: NA:;A- IBM Streamflcw Forecast Vodel

User's Guide -- describes the corputer programs used in the study, with source
listings, flow charts, and implementation instructions.

Note on use of the Internatioral System (SI) of Units: To the maximum practi-
cable extent, quantities usea in tr,is report have been expressed in SI units,
followed parenthetically by the equivalent English units. However, the use of

E l ulish units is so pervasive in the rodel and its normal outputs (particularly
the tabular ones) that complete conversion for this report ^-.ould not have been
practicable.

i
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 OBJECTIVES

The primary objective f the study was to define, implement and evaluate a
pilot dewonitration test to show the practicability of applying rerlotely sensed

data to operational rivet , forecasting in gaged or previously ungaged watersheds.
(Feasibility of the application had beer. shown in a previous study.) A secondary

objective was to provide NrSA with docur.entation describirg the computer programs

that comprise the streav:fl.,w forecasting simulation model used in the study.

1.2 SUhii'ARY OF RESULTS

A computer-based sirr,ulation model was adapter, to a strearflcw forecasting
application and impler;ented in an IBM System/360 Vodel 44 computer, operating
in a dedicated mode, wit,. operator interactive control through a hodel 2250
I,.yln,v..l^/gv,ph;r rpT terminal.	 Tin teSt S? tn WhncP y,yrirolnair hPhavior was1^^. V V V I V	 14 11 1 .. V•..

simulated is a small basin (365 square kilor.eters) designated "Town Creek
near Geraldire, Alabama." This watershed had been modeled in previous studies,
and dete rmination of several of its paraneters through rerrote sens-Ing had been
found feasible. Operation of the model was demonstrated, as described in
Section 3 below, in February 1975, meeting the primary study objective.

A description of the NASA-IBM streariflcw forecast model, adequate to instruct
another user in its operation, appears in Volume II of this repert, in satisfaction
of the secondary study objective.

i.3 CONCLUSIONS

1.3.1 APPLICABILITY OF REMOTE SENSII;G

There are basically two classes of inputs to the hydrologic model (which is
the heart of the forecasting systern). One of these classes consists of the
operating parameters that r.ust be quantified to tailor the model to a particular

basin. The parameters are related to basin physical characteristics (though
for many of them the relationship is not well known) that change slowly, usually
over a period of years. The other class of inputs consists of the temporal data:
precipitation, temperature (if the snowmelt routine is used) and evaporation, all
of which change rapidly.

At present, remote sensing can p racticably	 applied to quantifying or estimating
some of the model parameters and for updating them as basin characteristics
change (by urbanization, for example .) . For those parameters that cannot be obtained
readily by rerrote sensing, it is feasible to quantify them by statistical correla-
tion with observable character i stics, but the technique needs further refinement
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(see "Application of Remote Sensing to Hydrology, Final Technical Report,"
NASA-CR-120278, September 1973). The norral method of quantifying these para-
meters is by calibration based on several years of historical data.

The temporal inputs are not presently accessible through remote sensing, unless
data relayed by satellite from data collection platforn.s is considered to be
remotely sensed. Research and developr:ent programs aimed at remote sensirg of
temporal data are in process, but none useful to the river forecasting system
have yet matured. When they are operational, they will be of more value to the
data acqui, , ition aspect of the system than to the modelin g and simulation.

There are several moisture storage accounts raintained from hour to hour and
day to day by the model itself. Examples are upper zone storage (approxirating
surface moisture, including vegetative intercepticn) and lower zone storage
(approximating soil moisture near the surface). If methcds could be foa.i to
quantify these values on a daily basis, directly or by inference from rerote
sensing, and modify the model to accept the remote-sensed values as inputs, then
simulation (or forecast) accuracy could be improved to within five percent.

1.3.2 DEVELO MENT STATUS OF THE APPLICATION

The streariflow forecast model as used in the study is essentially a prototype.
There are several operating features and capabilities that should be implemented
in an operational system but tiohich are not present in the prototype system. These
differences, which do not detract from the validity of study results, are
summarized in paragraph 2.1. The development status of the r •odel is such that it
could be brought to operational status in a short time by a user agency with
minimal HASA advice or assistance.

I. A SUN-MARY OF RECOh1t'ENDATIONS

In the application of remote sensing to river forecasting, the principal
development areas are (1) the simulation models themselves and (2) techniques
and sensing systems for extracting model inputs directly ar,d indirectly from
remotely sensed data. In the first area, with respect to currently con-
ventional models, further developments and refinements should be left to
users, while NASA continues to concentrate in the second area. (The image
analysis and classification work being done by F.SFC cores readily to mind.)
In addition to ronitoring these developments for improved applicatility to
hydrologic modeling (see Section 4), two near-term projects of limited scope
are recommended by the study team:

o A cooperative study between NASA and one or more user agencies
to review the results of this study and evaluate their applica-
bility to each user's own operational needs

o A preliminary study of the feasibility of modifying an existing
hydrologic mode' or developing a new one to accept remotely
sensed inputs more directly.

1-2



SECTION 2

METHODOLOGY

The study consisted of the tasks described in the fol'owing paragraphs.

2.1 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

At the beginning of the study, the desired capabilities, functions and features
of the demonstration system were identi f ied. This task a,as aided considerably
by technical liaison with government organizations involved in development and
operation of river forecasting systems: the River Control Branch of the
Tennessee Valley Authority, the Hydrologic Research Laboratory and the Lower
Mississippi River Forecast Center of the National Weather Service. The study
team acknowledges the value of their advice and experience without imputing to

i	 ahem any endorsement of the study or its results.

2.1.1 GENERAL PERFOPtIANCE OBJECTIVES

The system features and capabilities as design objectives v.ere as follows:

o	 Applicability to small (less than 1,000 squat: kiloneters in area)
and large, or regional, watersheds

o	 Capability of future extension to apply to major river systems

o	 Capability of including snowfall and snowmelt in calibration and
simulation programs

C	 Watershed model parameter estic.ation based L' --motely sensed da'.a
and/or multi-year historical data

o	 Choice of multi-year, open-loop ,imulation (i.e., without initializa-
tion to observed streariflow for calibration pu rposes), or short-term
closed-loop siir,ulation (i.e., with initialization to observed streari-
flow) for operational forecasting

o	 Preprocessing of input data for calculation of mean basin tempera-
•	 tures, mean basin precipitation and potential evapotranspiration

o Remote terminal Operation for batch processing job entry or inter-
active operation, depending on the capability afforded by the host
computer syster

o	 Choice of length of forecast period from one (1) to fourteen (14) days

o	 Generation of forecasts based on three kinds of precipitation inputs
for the forecast period: zero (no precipitation), a quantitative
forecast and worst-case forecast.

2-1



In general, the system should be the prototyre of one with which an operator
can do the following each day: (1) update the data base with the previous
day's data (streamflow, precipitation, temperature and evaporation); (2) per-
form a "fine tune" run to match simulated (forecast) streamflow with actual
streamflow at the beginning of the forecast period; (3) make forecasts of
streamflow (period of one to fourteen days) based on the zero, quantitative
and worst-case precipitation inputs.

2.1.2 DATA BASE

The data base consists of all the model parareters, control options and
historical data needed to operate the system, as follows:

o	 The "permanert" inputs are prirarily the parameters needed
to personalize the simulation/forecast r,odel to the basin whose
output streamflow is to be forecast. These parameters are
determined from the best data sources available: field surveys,
topographic maps, remote sensing, or calibration from historical
data (see the final report previousl_.- referred to).

o	 The historical inputs are actual:

- hourly streamflow, in volume per unit tirt

- heurly mean basin precipitation, synthesized from
reports from all pertinent daily and hourly preci-
pitation stations

- daily evaporation rates, if available

- maximum and mean basin temperature for each day,
synthesized from reports from all pertinent tempera-
ture stations (applies only when snow accumulation
is significant.)

0	 Control options and other parameters needed for operation of the
system

o	 An array of moisture storages as calculated and maintained by the
model. These v-.,iables--lower zone storage, upper zone storage, etc.,
constitute the initial conditions for the start of each forecast.

2.1.3 COMPUTER PROGRAMS

The system requires computer programs for:

o	 Preprocessinc,, input data

- calculation of mean basin temperature from diverse
temperature inputs

• calculations of mean tasin hourly precipitation from
diverse precipitation station records

2-2
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- refornatting ter, poraI data from NWS clir •atologicaI records and
USGS strearrflow records

o Calibration of the simulation/forecast model

o Performing simulation and forecast runs

o Interfacing with the host computer's operating system and peripheral-
managenent software

o Analyzing, formatting and displaying results.

2.2 SYSTE11 INTEGRATION

techniques) v,ere available
the stated performance
re simulation model program
sinulation operations and
in a user-oriented, inter-

Most of the elen.ents (hardware, software and manual
with no modification t.o synthesize a system meeting
objectives. The significant exceptions were (1) soi
modifications to provide variable-term forecast and
(2) program additions to operate the forecast model
active mode through a keyboard/graphics terminal.

2.2.1 TEST WATERSHED SELECTION

The watershed designated "Town Creek near Geraldine. Alabama," was one of a
number studied by IbM under a previous NASA contract. Six years of usable
historical data had previously been collected, using two hourly and five daily
precipitation stations, and model calibration had been completed. The basin is
representative of rural areas of moderate topography and temiperate climate.

The basin is located in northeast Alabama, at the edge of the Tennessee P,iver
Valley, in the Cumberland Plateau physiographic region.	 Its area (see Figure 2-1)
is 365 square kilometers (141 square miles), approximately sixty-five percent
moderately forested and thirty-five percent cultivated. 	 Irr,p(-rvious surfaces
and water surfaces represent approxirately C.2 percent and C , .I percent, respec-
tively, of the entire watershed area. Surface soil is predominately sandy
loan; the watershed is, in fact, located on top of what is k'nov.n as "Sand
I•'ountain." The strear.^ channels are generally deep and steep sided, without
vied-defined flood plains; overflows have not occurred, even after the heaviest
of recent precipitation events (e.o., Varch 1973).

Most accurate simulation was achieved using climatological data for water year

1964 (October 1963 through Septemter IH4). A comparison of some single-year
and long-term statistics is included in F-;gure 2-1. Although October was one
of the driest months ever recorded, total precipitation for the year was only
approximately eight percent greater- than the long-term average. Some heavy
rains occurred in March 1964 (approximately ten inches on t'arch 25) but did not
cause damage.

The ready availatility of the relevant data made the Town Creek watershed

attractive as a test site for the river forecasting application study, and it
Has so designated, with the concurrence of the COR.
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2.2.2 DATA BASE CONSTRUCTI;.N

Adequate historical and phy r.iographic data were already available for modeling
the Town Creek watershed f	 pilot demonstration purposes. Some additional
historical data applicable to a more recent period were also acquired. The
validity of the data and calibration of the model were verified through a few
simulation runs. The data base was placed in magnetic disk storage, using the
water year 1964 as the year for which the forecasting application would be
tested. The data base consists of the data listed in 2.1.2.

2.3 CALIERATION

It is necessary to assign numerical values to the simulation model parameters
to obtain acceptable simulation accuracy. The process of determining this best
set of parameters is known as "calibration" or "optimization." This has pre-
viously been done for the Town Creek watershed rodel, and only a re-check :f
accuracy was required, based on a multi-year (1563-69) simulation.

The calibration performed previously was done in three steps. First, some
of the model parameters mere estir~ated from aerial photographs (directly, or
indirectly through topographic maps) already available to the study team.
These are the parameters, such as r:ean overland flow length (OFSL), related
to basin physiography.

An optimiza'Lion routine called OPSET (because it estimates the "OPtimum SET"
of parameters; see Liou, 1970) was used to generate approximate parameter
values that dive acceptable sirrulaticr with respect to n.ean daily and monthly
streamflow. A series of simulation runs -;ere then made, simulated and actual
storm events (peaks, timing of peaks and total runoff) compared, and certain
parameters adjusted for acceptable storm-event sinulations. Examples of

parameter val.:zs are as follows:

o Vecetative Interception Maximum Rate (VINTMR) = 3.9 mm/hr (0.15 inches/hour)

o Basic Upper Zone Capacity (BUZC) = 0.08 mr. (0.2 inches)

o Seasonal Upper Zone Adjustment Constant (SUZC) = 0.20

o Lower Zone Capacity (LZC) = 10.16 cm (4.0 inches)

o Basic Maximum Infiltration Pate W-1IR) = 8.9 cm/hour (3.5 inches/hour).

2.4 IMPLENENTAT I OIL

2.4.1	 b;ATERSHED 1,10DEL MODIFICATIONS

The NASA-IBM watershed simulation n.odel required VII- following modifications
to convert it to a streamflow forecast nodel.

2-5
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o Accumulation of initial soil moisture conditions on a daily basis

o Initiation of a simulation run that starts before present tine (a
"past run" or "fine tune run"), using most recently observed stream-
flow and precipitation.

o Input actual observed hydrograph data (hourly streamflow).

o Manual adjustrrent of soil moisture parareters to fit simulated past-
run hydrographs to observed hydrographs, in order to start each day's
forecast run with sirulated streamflow equal to observed streamflow.

o Performing three simulations and superposing their output hydrographs,
each having a different precipitation input, as follows:

- Histuric maximum precipitation (worst case)

- Forecast quantitative precipitation

- Zero forecast precipitation.

The principal difference between an operational model and the research
simulation model is that the latter norm;.11y simulates one or rore years of
streamflow based on chronological input data, while the forrer is used to
generate streamflow forecasts for periods of a few hours up to several days.

2.4.2 TERMINAL OPERATION

In order to be an effective forecasting tool, the simulation model was made
accessible to the operator through a rerote data entry and display terminal
through which we could set up, select options and initiate the simulation
runs. Software modifications were ir,plerented 'o interface the terminal-
managerent programs with the forecast model. The principal displays and
options available are the following.

o Tables of control options, parameters and initial conditions from
which the operator can select modes of operation, modify parameters,
and specify the forecast period

o Tabular summaries of simulation results and forecasts

o Superimposed plots of:

- past-run simulated and observed streamflow for fine tuning, or

- three streamflow forecast hydrographs.

Hard-col.y printouts are also a vailable from the system.

L



2.5 DEMONSTRATION

The prototype forecast model was operated several times, using periods in

Water Year 1964 when there were storm events of interest, producing the

results shown in Section 3.1.

2.6 DOCUMENTATION

The second volume of this report describes the computer progrars used in the
study, with source listings, flow charts and implementation instructions.

Tne documentation is at a level appropriate to the research aA developmental
nat„re of the riodel but should be readily understood by an experienced system
programmer.

2-7
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SECT'LON 3

RESULTS

3.1 RIVER FORECAST MODEL OP PATION

Operation of the prototype river forecast y odel is illustrated, at a level

suitable for this report, by the following sequence of operations.

At the beginning of the forecast period, the operator places the program in
core and gains access to the data bank via the terminal. Ile selects a con-
trol option for "past run" and the beginning and ending dates (the latter
being the day previous to the first day of the forecast period). TfB
previous day's obse ►-ved data (tewperature, evaporation, rean hourly precipi-
tation, and hourly strearflow) will have been placed in the raster data bank.

-esult of the past run is a pair of hydrographs, such as these Fhown
rgure 3-1.

In this example, the two hydrographs do not match, the sirulated strearflow
being greater than the coserved. The operator accesses the data bank again

and makes some adjustrents of initial soil-moisture values. The process
(which would be done automatically in an operatioral system) is rcpeated as
necessary to obtain an acceptable r^atch. This depends mainly on operator
experience. In the example chosen, Lower Zone Storage (LZS) was reduced from
3.3 cm (1.3 inches) to 2.34 cr) (0.92 inches). This caused core simulated
infiltration and less simulated runoff and produced a coincidence in the two
hydrographs, as shown in Figure 3-2. The soil-moisture cordi ions at the
end of the previous day (beginning of the forecast period) are then trans-
ferred to the data bank, which is now ready for a forecast run.

The inputs for the forecast run include terperature, evaporation and worst-
case precipitation, which can be derived from weather statistics. 	 If it
is available or can be synthesized, a quantitative precipitation forecast
is also used. A "zero" precipitation forecast is implerented in the program.
The operator selects the forecast period (one to fourteen days) and initiates
the run, the results of which appear much like those of Figure 3-3. Tabular
outputs such as those of Table 3-1 are also available. The values of hourly
streamflow (in cubic feet per second, cfs) apply at the strear, gage (basin
mouth) and with suitable rating tables (always available) can be readi4y
converted to stream height.

3.2 APPLICABILITY OF REMOTE SENSING

It is presently feasible, using existing image data processing and analysis
techniques, to quantify ei0ht of the parameters involved in the simulation
models from either LANDSAT or Skylab bulk - processed irages. These param-

eters are: impervious fraction of basin area (FINP), water surface fraction

3-1
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of basin ar(:a (FWTR), vegetative interception maximum rate (VINTIN ), evapo-
transpiration loss factor (ETLF), mean overland flow surface length (OFSL),
overland	 roughness coefficient (OFMN), fraction of watershed in forest
(FFOR), an, fraction of snow intercepted (I'FSI).

Given successful development of image interpretation and analysis techniques
presently in research and development, it may become feasible to quantify
four additional parameters from remote-sensed ir ,age data of the same quality
as that available from LANDSAT or Skylab. These parameters are: upper zone
storage ca^acity (CUZC), upper zone capacity seasonal adjustment factor (SUZC),
lower zone storage capacity (LZC), and basic maxiirum infiltration rate (611IR).

In order to calculate basin area, it is necessary to determine the boundary
of the watershed, which in turn is determined from basin topography and
the location of the strear-i gage at the basin riounh. Knowledge of basin
topography is also necessary to derivation of mean overland surface slope
(OFSS) and the elevation difference betweEn base thermometer and mean basin
elevation (CLDIF). Such parameters are readily measured fro;ii stereo image
pairs, something obtained from aerial photography but not at present from
space. An attractive alternative technique would be to obtain topographic
data from the output of 2 spaceborne laser altir;eter, in scveral passes
across the watershed. Tnis v.culd provide the information from v.-hich contour
lines could be superimposed on the remotely sensed images. The vertical
resolutions required for determination of these parameters is several times
coarser than that which would be provided by a laser alti ►rieter.

There are a large number of research and development activities in sensor
technology and interpretatior, and analysis techniques vrhich hold considerable
promise for future applications and hydrologic modeling. New developments
in radioretric sensing may eventually allow remote measurement of atmospheric
ten• perature at earth or snowpack surface, snow surface albedo and thereby
the fractior of intoning radiation reflected by sneer (FIP•R), snov.pack water
content and related snow, parameters, and soil moisture. All these inputs
should be measured and quantified on at least a daily basis. Other inter-
mediate to far future potential applications include deterrJ ration of sub-
surface phenomena and conditions, such as seasonal infiltration adjustment
factor (SIAC). A potential alternative approach to this latter class of

parameters is by statistical correlation with observable features, a question
previously investigated by IBM (see Reference 1).

For the foreseeable future, direct measurements of precipitation, evapora-
tion and such statistics as the mean number of rainy days (V11RD) will be done
by instruments located in the field, perhaps reporting their readings through
satel l ite relay.

There are two parameters which have no recognizable relationship to watershed
geomorphology and which are not susceptible to any present of future remote
sensing application. They are the basic .iegree day factor for snowmelt (BDDSIr)
and a snowpack basic maxir.um fraction in liquid water (SPESLI•,). There are
other parameters involved in watershed simulation modeling to which the same
comment applies. Such parameters will always have to be estimated by the
hydrologist or operator of the simulation model, either through empirical
relationships, experience or model calibration, unless developments in water-
shed simulation models lead to ways in which such parameters can be dispensed
with, a much more desirable approach.
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Proven watershed simulation models have been designed and implemented to

accept inputs known to be available from gro-A d-based instrur,entatiin

systems, topographic maps, field surveys and empirical relationships. To

take advantage of the potential benefits to be expected fron. remote sensing,

a hydrologic simulation model should be designed or redesigned to accept
inputs more directly related to the data outputs of remote observation

systems. The model used in the study could, for example, be improved in

accuracy by accepting a daily soil noisture reading as an input rather than
calculating soil moisture internally.

The model used in the study has been found in previous studies to be particu-

larly disappointing from a rerote sensing application standpoint with respect

to its nanager,ent of moisture in the form of snot:. Ma r ., of the pararr,eters used

internally and as inputs depend upon empirical relationships and the acquisi-
tion of statistics over a long period of time and careful calibration and
adiustr.ent generally based upon the knowledge and experience of a hydrologist.
Only three of the snow parameters used in the study can be deterc l ined from
renotely sensed data, either now or in the near future. Modificaticns will be
required to enable the model to accept inputs from newly developed rerote
sensing systems and techniques r;hen they becoc .e available.
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SECTION 4

RECOMMENDATIONS

In studying and developing means of in • proving streamflew forecasting (in
accuracy, efficiency or econor •y) through rerote sensing, there are t ►..o
areas of investigation. One of these concerns the hydrologic models

t;.smselves - their utility, acceptability to users and ability to accept
inputs derived from remote sensing. The other, a much larger endeavor,
includes the sensors, sensor syster's and techniques for deriving n •odel in-
puts from remotely a,-quired data. Within the context of this study and its
predecessors, the two areas are mutually interdependent. The choice of
hydrologic model determines the requirenents on the sensors and inforr,atior-
extraction techniques. The practical limits on the latter constrain the
design of the hydrologic rodel.

This study and its predecessor feasibility study used a continuous (or
parametric) hydrologic simulation model that is a descendant of the well-
known and viie r?ly used Stanford Uatershed Yodel IV. Although it served
only as a device for derIonstration of study results, developments and

irprover..ents, to make it core user-oriented and cost-effective, were necessary
for completion of both studies. The model, in its long-tern simulation
version and its short-term forecast version, is essentially a prototype,
further developr.ent of which NASA need not sponsor directly. This is the
job of the user, and in fact several similar models are in various stages of
developrent (see, for example, reference 10). Nevertheless, remembering the
interdependence between r:odel design and remote sensing systems (considered
end-to-end, from sensing instrument through processed information products),
NASA should have a continuing role in riaintaining communication betv.een
the two. The present state of applicability of remote sensing was sumrlar-
ized previously in 3.2. These considerations lead to the following
recommendations.

There are several closely related topics which deserve continued
intensive study. Some investigators are presently exploring some

these tcpics; such investigations should be closely monitored and
pplemented as needed. Those of particular interest are as follows:

o Determination of soil association and classification as well as
subsurface characteristics by inference from remotely observable
characteristics such as land use and vegetative cover

o P.emote reasurement of temporal pheromena: precipitation, air
temperature, relative humidity, evaporation rate

o Determination by rer'ote o5servation of snowpack depth at sufficient

points to calculate total snowpack volune and water equivalent
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o Remote measurement of soil moisture on a daily basis within the
watersheds

o Determination of surface topography from orbital attitudes by a
laser altimeter or stereographic images.

A study shoul	 ` , e conducted of the feasibility of developing a multiple appli-
cation watershL model capable of accepting inputs and parameters directly
or closely rela _^d to the outputs of remote sensing systems.	 This study
should include a coarse trade-off between developing a new model or modifying
an existing one.	 It is desirable to have one or more potential users,
experienced in hydrology, participate actively in such a study.

The results of this study should be reviewed and evaluated by one or r1ore
non-NASA user agencies (e.g., Corps of Engineers, TVA, National Leather
Service). Evaluation should include degree of potential values to the
agency if pursued through additional development, what that additional

development should consist of, what effect using a different basic rodei ray
have on the validity of the results, and an assessrent of the applicability in

other areas. A logical extension of such an evaluation would be irrplenEnta-
tion of the model and a user's data bank at MSFC ti•rith the user operating the
system for a short term for evaluation purposes.
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